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Abstract 

 

The Network of European Museum Organisations (NEMO) was founded in 1992 with 

the goal of facilitating cooperation between museums in Europe. Today, the network 

works closely with the European Union to advocate for museum professionals on a 

European level. Its members, museums and museum organizations from countries in the 

Council of Europe, are heavily encouraged to take initiatives to improve joint 

international efforts. The repeated contacts of NEMO with the EU as well as their work 

to bring European museums together raise the question of the promotion of European 

values and European identity: the hypothesis is that, in statements on the organization’s 

webpage, themes and patterns that coincide with the construction and defense of 

European identity will appear. To what extent does NEMO advocate for a European 

identity? How does it relate cultural heritage to European identity, and how is this relation 

represented in their dialogue with the EU? To answer the research questions, a qualitative 

data analysis was conducted. This revealed, throughout the material, multiple instances 

of NEMO reinforcing the principles of European values and European identity – and not 

just in terms of exhibitions, but the people behind them as well: museum professionals 

are incited to develop their own identity as well. Some of the arguments were reminiscent 

of Hobsbawm’s theories on the construction of nationalism. NEMO also defends culture 

and cultural heritage as keystones of European identity, especially considering the 

vulnerability of the world of culture in situations of crisis. Therefore, NEMO uses cultural 

heritage to support the construction of a European identity among citizens, including 

museum professionals; this relation is used as a foundation of their advocacy work at the 

European level. 

 

Keywords: culture, cultural heritage, European identity, museums, national identity, 

Network of European Museum Organisations, NEMO 
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Introduction 

 

The question of identity is not a new concern for humanity – in fact, the first recorded 

reflections about human nature easily date back to the work of the first philosophers in 

Ancient Greece. “Recorded” is a keyword here: it is not even fair to assume that those 

who are often hailed as the founders of European civilization were the first to inquire 

about their own existence and the nature of those around them. “Who am I?” is a simple 

enough question as far as syntax and grammar go, but the amount of existential anguish 

it can cause in one’s mind is not to be underestimated. Interestingly, the word “identity” 

derives from the French word identité, based on Medieval Latin identitas, the root of 

which is idem; “the same.”1 Is identity defined as the “sameness” that one can feel about 

others, culture, tradition? Am I American, Japanese, or French because I look, feel, and 

live the same as other people from the same nation? Do I have to fit a certain set or number 

of criteria to be able to claim a specific identity? Surely, it is not difficult to imagine how 

this train of thought begets discrimination and rejection of those who are, quite literally, 

not the same. Nationalism can quickly become a destructive monster when it is laid down 

as a weapon in the hands of those who seek power and the supremacy of the people they 

see as their own kind. Of course, it would also be quite inaccurate to depict identity as a 

strictly negative concept: claiming an identity leads to a sense of belonging, self-

affirmation, and even, in some cases, freedom. As an example, those who are now able 

to freely claim a gender or a sexual identity after decades and centuries of oppression 

would certainly argue that identity labels can do a lot for a community or an individual’s 

mental health. 

 What must be stated first to understand the difference in application is that identity 

does not have to be exclusive: a person can, and certainly has several identities depending 

on the communities they are a part of. Most Western countries hail freedom of religion 

as one of their core principles, often inscribing it into their constitutions as an inalienable 

right. One can be Muslim, Catholic or Buddhist, and Swedish. Belonging to a community 

that has established traditions and culture, as is very often the case with religion, should 

not prevent anyone from claiming the nationality of a country that has no imposed state 

religion, even though nationality comes with its own set of traditions, practices, and 

 

1 Oxford English Dictionary, “Definition of Identity,” Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford University 

Press, 1989), accessed May 13, 2022, https://www.oed.com/oed2/00111224. 
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culture. In a world heading towards increased globalization, multiculturalism has become 

both a topic of debate and an unavoidable reality for most countries. The United States 

has long laid its claim as a nation of immigrants; they are not, however, the only example 

of a political system in which identities exist in parallel and conjunction with one another. 

The European Union project, which started as an economic and political alliance, has now 

gained so much momentum that the idea of a “European culture” of some sort has 

emerged. Which means that, on top of questioning the nature of national identity, new 

interrogations were raised by scholars, politicians, citizens, and others alike: what does it 

mean to be European? If I am French, and I drive a German car, eat Scandinavian pastries, 

and go on vacation in the Czech Republic, am I culturally European? Do I have to have 

contact with other European traditions to consider myself culturally European, or am I by 

default because I share traits, values, and culture with someone I have never met across 

borders on the same continent? As with all debates surrounding identity, those questions 

are not meant to come to a definitive conclusion: identity is a fickle, shape-changing 

concept that has as many definitions as there are humans who attempt to describe it. 

 Yet, the concept of a European identity surely is interesting for the EU. When one 

feels a sense of belonging to a nation, they will be more inclined to support and defend it. 

National museums have been tools of choice to imprint the concept of national identity 

on visitors: by showing artifacts and being able to present them as physical proof of a 

common past that defines “us” as a nation, such institutions can and have contributed to 

the construction of national identity. Could the EU replicate the same scheme with 

European culture by creating or changing museums to present a visualization of Europe’s 

common heritage? There is a long-standing debate on that matter in museum and political 

studies: can European and national identities cohabitate? Yes, people can have multiple 

identities, but the intersection between them is limited enough that they do not impede 

one another. Recognizing the sovereignty and the existence of the EU as a political system 

possibly means taking some of those aspects away from nations. While debating the 

content of exhibitions is a fascinating topic, the cooperation of museums on a European 

level brings in new themes to discuss. This is where the Network of European Museum 

Organisations (NEMO) comes into play. Their main objective is to help make the 

European stage a more favorable place for museum collaboration – but that is not all. 

They advocate for museums at the EU level, help museum professionals elaborate 

projects with specific criteria to receive EU funding, and often participate in EU 
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conferences and events around the themes of culture. Interestingly enough, however, they 

are not officially part of the European Union: they act as a support of the project but do 

not answer to any EU institution. Even though they do not police or attempt to intervene 

in the content of museum exhibitions, the content of their statements, whether they are 

published or signed by them, may reveal their stance on European identity in museums. 

Therefore, the research question of this thesis is formulated as such: to what extent does 

the Network of European Museum Organisations, as a non-EU organization, advocate for 

a European identity? How does it relate cultural heritage to European identity, and how 

is this relation represented in their dialogue with the EU? This thesis will focus on the 

themes of identity (both European and national) and cultural heritage and explore the 

chosen material through the lens of qualitative data analysis to produce an answer to the 

research questions above. 
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Purpose Statement 

 

The topic of this work is centered around the Network of European Museum 

Organisations, specifically the promotion of European cultural heritage and identity 

through their public communication. Through a qualitative data analysis process, this 

thesis will contribute to the field of European studies by evaluating the stance of NEMO, 

an actor that is not officially part of the EU, on the construction of a European identity. 
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Literature Review 

 

There is an inherent interconnection between museums and national narratives and 

identities. In their EuNaMus report, Eilertsen and Amundsen efficiently summarize the 

state of affairs: according to them, museum policy has been an arena for political debate 

around national narratives since the 1990s.2 It only makes sense that national museum 

policies would then be developed at the top political levels of society by stakeholders 

such as governments and leaders, tying such policies into larger national political 

agendas.3 However, with the last few decades bringing in the age of globalization and 

mass human migration, the very notion of national identity has been put into debate.4 

New narratives are making their way into museums: the concept of a European identity 

is part of those. Ostow offers an answer to the question of how it came to be. In 

(Re)Visualizing National History, she links the birth of European narratives to the wave 

of destructive nationalism in the form of, for example, Nazism or fascism experienced by 

Europe in the 20th century: the re-shaping of Europe after World War II led to the 

emergence of new values such as democracy, multiculturalism, human rights, etc. as an 

answer to the growing pressure to distance from nationalistic ideas that tended to push 

nations to go to war with each other.5 Therefore, a recurring need to create powerful 

European myths and symbols appeared as what would soon become the European Union 

emerged, to compete with the destructive nationalism that led to the Second World war, 

which was considered the enemy of the future EU.6 Ostow also argues that the EU can be 

considered a “safe shelter for nationalism” and a safe keeping device against aggressive 

nationalist ambitions: such a structure may be able to “contain national rivalries.”7 In 

Eilertsen and Amundsen’s words, on the other hand, transnational narratives currently 

“coexist uneasily” with previously established national narratives in museums,8 which 

 

2 Lill Eilertsen and Arne Bugge Amundsen, Museum Policies in Europe 1990–2010: Negotiating 

Professional and Political Utopia, EuNaMus (European Commission, 2012), 6, http://liu.diva-

portal.org/smash/get/diva2:557284/FULLTEXT01.pdf. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid., 5. 
5 Robin Ostow, ed., (Re)Visualizing National History: Museums and National Identities in Europe in the 

New Millennium, (Re)Visualizing National History (University of Toronto Press, 2008), 3, accessed 

February 9, 2022, https://doi.org/10.3138/9781442687257. 
6 Ibid., 5. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Eilertsen and Amundsen, Museum Policies in Europe 1990–2010: Negotiating Professional and 

Political Utopia, 10. 
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means that this safekeeping aspect may not be as efficient as Ostow claims in cultural 

policy matters.  

 To understand this friction between European and national narratives in museums, 

we must first understand how those narratives are promoted, and how they conflict with 

each other. Calligaro notes the use of culture to promote a European identity has already 

been firmly established and expands on that claim by stating that since the 1970s, EU 

actions in cultural fields are centered around the spread of “European values” as a 

counterweight to nationalist ideas9 – a strategy which aligns with Ostow’s claims about 

the EU wanting to create strong symbols to assert itself as an opponent of aggressive 

nationalism. Jacob et al.’s report notes that people do learn more through narratives than 

through bare facts, 10  and the values deriving from destructive nationalism (such as 

“tradition” or “security”) can be offset by universalist values.11 This seems to be the 

objective of the EU in developing cultural policies: the General Director of the Europeana 

Foundation, Verwayen, believes that the concept of a “European Union of Shared Values” 

would help European citizens feel closer to their roots, in addition to fostering a unique 

identity.12 Yet, both Calligaro and Jacob et al. believe that the promotion of values is 

simply not enough to foster identification with Europe,13 and universalist narratives do 

not offer “simple solutions” like populist movements.14 

 This is where cultural heritage comes into play. Calligaro states that the concept 

of “European Cultural Heritage” is meant to give substance to the European identity: in 

this context, cultural heritage is then considered to be a materialization of values.15 The 

idea of “Intangible Cultural Heritage” (ICH) is central to the conception of European 

narratives in cultural policy since it is based on intangible values.16 However, while 

 

9 Oriane Calligaro, “From ‘European cultural heritage’ to ‘cultural diversity’? The changing core values 

of European cultural policy,” Politique européenne 45, no. 3 (2014): 61. 
10 Christina Jacob et al., Engaging Citizens with Europe’s Cultural Heritage: How to Make Best Use of 

the Interpretive Approach (Interpret Europe, 2017), 14, accessed February 7, 2022, https://interpret-

switzerland.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/ie_engaging_citizens_with_europes_cultural_heritage.pdf. 
11 Ibid., 17. 
12 Harry Verwayen, “European Heritage Alliance Manifesto - Cultural Heritage: A Powerful Catalyst for 

the Future of Europe,” Europeana Pro, last modified 2020, accessed February 7, 2022, 

https://pro.europeana.eu/post/europe-day-manifesto-cultural-heritage-a-powerful-catalyst-for-the-future-

of-europe. 
13 Calligaro, “From ‘European cultural heritage’ to ‘cultural diversity’?,” 80. 
14 Jacob et al., Engaging Citizens with Europe’s Cultural Heritage: How to Make Best Use of the 

Interpretive Approach, 17. 
15 Calligaro, “From ‘European cultural heritage’ to ‘cultural diversity’?,” 79. 
16 Jacob et al., Engaging Citizens with Europe’s Cultural Heritage: How to Make Best Use of the 

Interpretive Approach, 17. 
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materializing values to allow European citizens to visualize European Cultural Heritage 

may be a solution to promote a European identity, this does not solve the conflict between 

national and transnational narratives mentioned by Eilertsen and Amundsen. In the 

EuNaMus report, they have mentioned several attempts at developing narratives that paint 

Europe as a utopia – though said utopia is different depending on which policymaker is 

consulted. In the view of Eilertsen and Amundsen, narratives purely based on universalist 

values or multiculturalism have encountered varying levels of success, and in general, do 

not seem like a satisfying strategy to promote a European identity. The best bet for 

museums, according to them, would be expressing both European and nationalist 

perspectives as complementary instead of opposite.17     

 The literature on NEMO is sparse. One non-academic article by Whiddington 

points out the organization’s role in assessing Europe’s museum landscape and the social 

responsibilities of European museums, focusing on the impact of the COVID-19 

pandemic on the culture sector.18 Few scholarly works are available: Frank Birkebæk, the 

founder of the organization, has written a description of the organization for the 

Encyclopedia of Library and Information Sciences, where he states that the original goal 

when NEMO was created in 1992 was to establish cooperation between European 

museums in the EC.19 Kaiser, Krankenhagen, and Poehls have explored the functioning 

of NEMO and the impact that its effort to advocate and lobby for museums yielded on 

European cultural policy, noting that the informality of the organization made it difficult 

to obtain substantial results.20 On that matter, it is interesting to note that Birkebæk does 

wonder if NEMO will have to let go of its informality in favor of a more structured 

approach to “fit in” with EU institutions.21  

  

 

17 Eilertsen and Amundsen, Museum Policies in Europe 1990–2010: Negotiating Professional and 

Political Utopia, 11. 
18 Richard Whiddington, “The Evolving Social Responsibilities of European Museums,” Jing Culture and 

Commerce, last modified January 22, 2021, accessed February 7, 2022, 

https://jingculturecommerce.com/european-museum-sector-nemo-2020-report/. 
19 Frank Birkebæk, “Network of European Museum Organisations (NEMO),” ed. John D. McDonald and 

Michael Levine-Clark, Encyclopedia of Library and Information Sciences (Boca Raton: CRC Press, 

2015), 3365, https://doi-org.ezproxy.its.uu.se/10.1201/9780203757635. 
20 Wolfram Kaiser, Stefan Krankenhagen, and Kerstin Poehls, Exhibiting Europe in Museums: 

Transnational Networks, Collections, Narratives, and Representations (New York, NY: Berghahn Books, 

Incorporated, 2014), 62–63, accessed February 7, 2022, 

http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/uu/detail.action?docID=1375277. 
21 Birkebæk, “Network of European Museum Organisations (NEMO),” 3910. 
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Theoretical Framework: National Identity, European Identity, 

and Cultural Heritage 

 

To provide a solid basis for this research, a theoretical framework must be established 

before delving into the analysis of the material. The question of European identity is, of 

course, central to this work. As mentioned by Eilertsen and Amundsen in the EuNaMus 

report, the conflict between national and transnational identities in museums has been 

raging for several years as of now:22 are they mutually exclusive by definition? Several 

organizations that are part of NEMO include well-established national museums. Is the 

construction of a European identity a threat, or even simply incompatible with the values 

they were built upon? Another concept that is necessary to define is “cultural heritage”: 

again, as stated by Calligaro, European cultural heritage is inherently linked to European 

identity, as it is frequently defined as a materialization of intangible notions such as 

values.23  

 

1. National identity 

Gellner has defined nationalism as “primarily a political principle which holds that the 

political and the national unit should be congruent” – in short, a theory of political 

legitimacy, which requires that ethnic boundaries do not cut across political ones or 

exclude the power-holders.24 The high culture imposed by the elite on the people, and the 

shared generic skills taught by their education become the core of the citizens’ identity.25 

However, as Ruth Wodak laid down clearly in her introduction to The Discursive 

Construction of National Identity, “there is – in an essentialist sense – no such thing as 

one national identity.”26 An ethnic group does not have visible and clear boundaries: does 

one have to partake in every tradition to be able to claim themselves as a national of a 

state? Several schools have appeared over decades and disciplines in an attempt to 

understand how national identity appears: as stated by Radu Cinpoes, primordialists (or 

 

22 Eilertsen and Amundsen, Museum Policies in Europe 1990–2010: Negotiating Professional and 

Political Utopia, 10. 
23 Calligaro, “From ‘European cultural heritage’ to ‘cultural diversity’?,” 79. 
24 Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism (Cornell University Press, 1983), 1. 
25 Ibid., 111. 
26 Ruth Wodak et al., The Discursive Construction of National Identity (Edinburgh, UNITED 

KINGDOM: Edinburgh University Press, 2009), 4, accessed February 9, 2022, 

http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/uu/detail.action?docID=1961897. 
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essentialists), perennialists, ethno-symbolists or modernists have debated continuously on 

the very definition of a nation,27 thus making it difficult to summarize the extent to which 

national identity and nationalism have been studied. In this thesis, we will focus on 

Hobsbawm’s approach to nationalism, which is a modernist one. Hobsbawm’s approach 

to nationalism is, in essence, very similar to Gellner’s; however, he believes that objective 

definitions are doomed to be incorrect because there will always be exceptions to the 

rule.28 He summarizes his positions in four main points: firstly, he defines “nationalism” 

in the same way Gellner does, which means that the political and the national unit should 

be concordant. Secondly, nations are an evolving modern construct, and nationalism 

appeared before nations; nations do not give birth to nationalism, it is the other way 

around. Thirdly, he believes that there are certain conditions necessary to bring the 

emergence of a nation, for example in political, technical, administrative, and economic 

domains. Lastly, while Hobsbawm admits that nationalism is created from above, it needs 

to be studied from below, as the point of view of ordinary people is where the labor of 

governments and activists takes root.29 In Banal nationalism, Michael Billig explores this 

concept and argues that the basis of a successfully established nation is a continual 

“flagging”, or reminding, of nationhood that provides a constant background for political 

debates, culture, and media.30 

 One of the most commonly accepted ideas in scholarly work on nationalism is that 

there are two aspects to national identities: the first one is centered around the civic 

identity aspect of national identity, namely the common legal rights and duties shared by 

all members of a nation; the other is a more subjective aspect, based on culture and shared 

traditions, language or religion for example. While some academics have argued in favor 

of the importance of one over the other, Gellner is more nuanced in his approach: the 

modern nationalist reveres the shared culture directly instead of using a deity or shrine as 

a proxy, which means that nationalism is more about changing the way of using culture 

instead of the culture itself.31 He also points out that the powerholders are usually more 

interested in differentiating themselves from those below than diffusing their own 

 

27 Lia Pop et al., “Journal of Identity and Migration Studies” 2, no. 1 (2008): 4. 
28 E. J. Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality, 2nd ed., Canto 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 5–6, https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/nations-

and-nationalism-since-1780/3F6F595CECCE1DC0A3F57F8071D98C40. 
29 Ibid., 9–11. 
30 Michael Billig, Banal Nationalism (Sage Publications Ltd, 1995), 8. 
31 Ernest Gellner, Culture, Identity, and Politics (Cambridge University Press, 1987), 10–13. 
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culture.32 Smith admits that while he believes that ethnicity remains the basis of national 

identity, civic identity can transcend ethnic origins, such as is the case with Switzerland.33 

Again, this relates to Hobsbawm’s work as it proves that there is no one-size-fits-all 

definition of national identity: the circumstances of the birth of a nation as well as the 

constraints through which it is defined influence the product of those processes, which is 

national identity. According to Brass, national identity is a political product, built by elites 

to rally mass support in favor of acquiring or maintaining state power – and they use 

material from group cultures to do so,34 thus adding to Gellner’s argument that the culture 

itself is not changed. 

 In the context of this research, it is necessary to mention the “aggressive” aspect 

of some forms of nationalism. Wodak has proven in her work that the rise of populist and 

nationalist narratives in discourse can accompany or even dictate political decision-

making and generally correlates with an increase in discriminatory and exclusionary 

practices in Europe.35 The rise of nationalism and populism in Europe is often considered 

to be an opposite force against the EU, as it frequently relies on the argument of state 

sovereignty. Therefore, it is crucial to explore the nature and the creation of European 

identity to understand whether it is incompatible with national identity, or if it is possible 

to present the two as complementary. 

 

2. European identity 

One reason why European identity is so hard to define is that the European Union’s nature 

itself is difficult to determine: Cinpoes argues that “the European Union has already 

moved far beyond the initial project of an economic community […] and has taken – to 

all intents and purpose – the shape of statehood.”36 McCormick has listed five ways to 

describe the EU: the first is an international organization, which does not do justice to the 

supranational qualities and the sheer power that it holds. The second is a regional 

integration association (RIA) to the likes of ASEAN; however, this hypothesis suffers 

from the same problem as the first option, since no existing RIA has reached the level of 

 

32 Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, 16. 
33 Anthony D. Smith, “A Europe of Nations. Or the Nation of Europe?,” Journal of Peace Research 30, 

no. 2 (1993): 131. 
34 Paul R. Brass, Ethnicity and Nationalism: Theory and Comparison (New Delhi: Sage, 1991), 8, 

https://go.exlibris.link/dk3mzFcZ. 
35 Wodak et al., The Discursive Construction of National Identity, 1. 
36 Pop et al., “Journal of Identity and Migration Studies,” 6. 
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integration of the EU, which means that it is difficult to apply known theories developed 

by comparative studies. The third option is simply saying that the EU is unique (sui 

generis), but that does not give us the option to apply known theories; McCormick also 

argues that the EU is similar enough to existing structures that it cannot be described as 

fully unique. The fourth option, which he settles on and so will I as to be able to compare 

the European identity with those of nations, is that the EU is a political system in its own 

right: although the EU lacks several of the defining qualities of a state, it is very much 

like a state in that it has a territory, population, and legitimacy (even though this has been 

politically debated since the founding of the Union). The last option would be defining 

the EU as a hybrid, which again, does not allow us to properly use established theories.37 

By acknowledging the EU as a political system in its own right, we can compare it to a 

state while staying away from making full comparisons that would not be accurate. 

In most aspects, European identity is strikingly similar to national identity, 

especially in its construction. We can see both the civic identity aspect (notably through 

the common body of law that applies to all European citizens) and the subjective aspect 

of culture, although it could be argued that this one is underdeveloped as of now. Checkel 

and Katzenstein define European identity as a “political project undertaken by various 

national or supranational elites,”38 and make a point to differentiate “mass” and “elite” 

politics.39 This explains why identification and support for European identity construction 

are higher among the elite and lower at the grass-root level, though it appears that the 

general trend is heading towards a rise in the general European population.40 Therefore, 

it is the same as national identities if we follow Brass’ conclusions stated above. Cinpoes 

lists several examples showing that the EU has made deliberate efforts to create a 

European collective identity at the symbolic level. Powerful symbols have been created: 

a flag, an anthem, Europe day, a motto, and a currency.41 This is very similar to how elites, 

especially in 19th-century Europe, would encourage the construction of national identity. 

Cinpoes also notes the existence of a focus on education through several programs 

fittingly named after well-known figures throughout Europe (Leonardo da Vinci or 

Erasmus, for example).42 These examples are important because it shows that not only is 

 

37 John McCormick, European Union Politics (Bloomsbury Publishing, 2020), 27–28. 
38 Jeffrey T. Checkel and Peter J. Katzenstein, European Identity (Cambridge University Press, 2009), 3. 
39 Ibid., 7. 
40 Ibid., 1. 
41 Pop et al., “Journal of Identity and Migration Studies,” 7. 
42 Ibid. 
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the EU attempting to gather support by creating symbols, but they rely on personalities 

that are universally known in Europe, as well as reaching out to the younger generation 

to build a solid base for European identity in the mind of upcoming generations. Finally, 

Bruter makes an argument that will reflect heavily in this research: the language employed 

in EU discourse is an example of European identity construction. Words such as 

“harmony”, “friendship”, “peace”, “community” and the like show that the EU is 

attempting to emphasize values associated with Europe as a “human community.”43 

 

3. European vs. National identity: inherently opposed? 

I will engage with two sides of the debate on the possible coexistence of European and 

national identity: the first is based on the opinion that the two are in competition, and any 

progression on a European identity will be made to the detriment of national identities, 

an opinion shared by scholars of nationalism who argue in favor of the pre-modern roots 

of nations. The second side claims that European and national identities have vastly 

different roots, and thus can coexist peacefully.  

 On one side, Smith argues that national identity, once established, cannot be 

removed short of genocide, considering its deep-rooted connections with older myths and 

traditions – a connection that does not exist in European identity, which prevents it from 

generating such strong emotional commitment. 44 Similarly, Shore points out that the 

narratives around European identity (mostly focused on values and shared heritage) 

cannot provide internal solidarity in the way national identities do; moreover, national 

identities are based on the division between nations as opposed to unity, thus making 

them essentially opposed to European identity, which is heavily based on community and 

cooperation values.45   

 On the other side, other scholars argue that the markers of cohesiveness of 

European and national identities are different, which allows them to coexist peacefully in 

people’s minds. European identity rests on what Habermas calls “constitutional 

patriotism,” which is not based as much on shared culture and history as national identities, 

but instead rests on the emergence of a European public sphere and a European political 

 

43 M. Bruter, Citizens of Europe?: The Emergence of a Mass European Identity (Springer, 2005), 128. 
44 Smith, “A Europe of Nations. Or the Nation of Europe?,” 131. 
45 Josep R. Llobera, “The Concept of Europe as an Idée-Force,” Critique of Anthropology 23, no. 2 (June 

2003): 165. 
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culture.46 There is also empirical evidence through surveys that European identity does 

not impede national identity: citing Carey, Citrin, and Sides and Eurobarometer data, 

Risse shows that national and European identifications are not contradictory in people’s 

minds.47 Castano comes to the same conclusion; a higher identification with the EU does 

not correlate with a lower rate of identification with national narratives.48 

 In the context of this research, I will argue in favor of the possibility of national 

and European identities coexisting: not only does the empirical evidence show that 

Europeans do appear to be able to have both identities at the same time without one 

impeding the other, I would suggest that it is not national identity that threatens the 

construction of a European identity, but nationalism, especially in the form of populism. 

The construction of a European identity has already begun, and identification has been 

on a steady rise for the last few decades, as mentioned by Checkel and Katzenstein. The 

real conflict happens over the institutional framework of states and the EU; however, 

since it is not a state but a political system in its own right, the EU does not have to replace 

the state, just as European identity does not have to replace national identity. Moreover, 

the construction of a European identity is a long-term process that barely began in the late 

20th century: naturally, it is not as strong as national identities that have been constructed 

over centuries.  

 

4. Cultural heritage 

The concept of cultural heritage is described by the UNESCO Institute for Statistics as 

such: 

Cultural heritage includes artifacts, monuments, a group of buildings and sites, 

and museums that have a diversity of values including symbolic, historic, artistic, 

aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological, scientific, and social significance. It 

includes tangible heritage (movable, immobile, and underwater), intangible 

cultural heritage (ICH) embedded into cultural, and natural heritage artifacts, sites, 

or monuments. The definition excludes ICH related to other cultural domains such 

as festivals, celebration etc. It covers industrial heritage and cave paintings.49 

 

46 Jürgen Habermas, Inclusion of the Other: Studies in Political Theory (John Wiley & Sons, 2018), 118. 
47 Thomas Risse, “Neofunctionalism, European Identity, and the Puzzles of European Integration,” 

Journal of European Public Policy 12, no. 2 (April 2005): 295. 
48 Emanuele Castano, “European Identity: A Social-Psychological Perspective,” in Transnational 

Identities: Becoming European in the EU, ed. Richard K. Hermann, Thomas Risse-Kappen, and Marylinn 

B. Brewer (Rowmann & Littlefield Publishers, 2004), 50. 
49 UNESCO Framework for Cultural Statistics, “Cultural Heritage,” UNESCO Institute for Statistics, last 

modified 2009, accessed March 4, 2022, http://uis.unesco.org/en/glossary-term/cultural-heritage. 
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In this work, we will use this definition as a basis to differentiate tangible and intangible 

cultural heritage, as it can be difficult to distinguish semantically. This definition offers a 

clear boundary between the two. 

Lähdesmäki pieces together how the notion of cultural heritage has evolved from 

“the goods inherited from forefathers” in the 19th century to cultural roots, identity, and 

belonging; moreover, over the 20th century, the definition of cultural heritage has been 

shaped away from describing strictly material aspects of culture to include intangible 

matters such as practices and traditions inherited from earlier generations that are now 

seen as “worthy” of heritage recognition.50 Recently, the heritage of the working class 

and minorities has gained increased acknowledgment from higher authorities in cultural 

management: however, it is still fair to say that most of what we consider to be cultural 

heritage today comes from the elite.51 

Cultural heritage is a major matter in the context of national identities: as an example, in 

the 1990s, there were several disputes within GATT and WTO that led UNESCO to create 

the “cultural exception” status: cultural products are not treated the same way as other 

trade commodities, because, according to the representatives of France, Canada, and the 

EU, “they are of special significance for the countries and their national identities.”52 The 

2005 UNESCO Convention states that culture and cultural expression are instrumental to 

developing countries.53 Although we have established that European identity is more 

rooted in intangible values and constitutional patriotism, it would seem logical that the 

elites would attempt to use the same strategies as nations did to gather and build a 

common “European cultural heritage.” 

 Lähdesmäki points out that since the beginning of the 21st century, several 

initiatives have been launched by the EU to promote European cultural heritage to foster 

a European identity: however, it is particularly difficult to determine what constitutes 

European cultural heritage, as member states tend to have very different ideas on what 

 

50 Tuuli Lähdesmäki, “Politics of Tangibility, Intangibility, and Place in the Making of a European 

Cultural Heritage in EU Heritage Policy,” International Journal of Heritage Studies 22, no. 10 

(November 25, 2016): 5. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Christiaan De Beukelaer, Miikka Pyykkönen, and J. P. Singh, eds., Globalization, Culture, and 

Development (London: Palgrave Macmillan UK, 2015), 3–4, accessed April 8, 2022, 

http://link.springer.com/10.1057/9781137397638. 
53 Ibid., 204. 
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constitutes European and national heritage.54 In the same vein as Calligaro, she also 

discusses how European cultural heritage is often discussed abstractly but becomes 

concrete once policies are implemented – a process of materialization of heritage which 

she calls “placing heritage.” 55  However, another interesting process is that material 

heritage only becomes heritage when traditions and values are associated with tangible 

objects: if there is no intangible culture associated with the objects, then they will not be 

recognized as heritage.56  

 Lähdesmäki et al. have mapped out the policies and strategies used by the EU to 

manage European cultural heritage in ways that serve their interest in constructing a 

European identity. One particular strategy lies in the creation of a European Heritage 

Label (EHL): initiated by the French Ministry of Culture and Communication, the goal 

of the EHL was to create the foundations of a recognized cultural heritage that could be 

shared by all European citizens.57 In 2014, the initiative “New Narrative for Europe” was 

launched to generate a new era of cultural and scientific advancement in Europe, as well 

as the revival of a European spirit in the minds of citizens.58 The authors of Creating and 

Governing Cultural Heritage in the European Union conclude their analysis by putting 

forward the idea of “transcultural heritage”: bridging geographically distinct communities 

through culture and heritage allows for the development of a complex cultural network, 

forever changing and evolving, challenging traditional concepts of cultural heritage.59 

This conclusion ties back to the idea that national and European identities do not have to 

compete; in the same manner, national cultural heritage can coexist with and even be 

enriched by foreign counterparts.  

  

 

54 Lähdesmäki, “Politics of Tangibility, Intangibility, and Place in the Making of a European Cultural 

Heritage in EU Heritage Policy,” 2. 
55 Ibid., 4. 
56 Ibid., 6. 
57 Tuuli Lähdesmäki et al., Creating and Governing Cultural Heritage in the European Union: The 

European Heritage Label, 2020, 11. 
58 Ibid., 236. 
59 Ibid., 248. 
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Significance and Relevance of the Study: NEMO as an Actor in 

the Construction of a European Identity 

 

This thesis aims to contribute to the research on the construction of European identity in 

museums, specifically how an overarching organization such as NEMO promotes values 

that have often been associated with European identity in previous cultural heritage 

reports. NEMO does not intervene in the content displayed in museums that are part of 

the organization; they are free to show the narratives of their choice. Although the 

organization communicates with EU institutions quite often to advocate for museums and 

secure funding, NEMO is not officially part of the EU. While it is expected from official 

EU institutions to promote European identity, it is interesting to study an organization 

that does it without having to answer to official EU directives and the reasons why it is 

inclined to do so.  

 Considering that the materials for this research are made up of official documents 

and declarations published by NEMO, the goal is not to evaluate the impact of NEMO’s 

communication per se, but to determine the strategies that are used by the organization to 

align itself with the EU’s established arguments on European cultural heritage matters. 

This thesis can serve as a starting point for future research on NEMO itself, whether 

focused on European identity, European cultural heritage, or another aspect of the 

organization. It can also be used as an example of a study that can be conducted to reveal 

common themes and arguments in publications from bodies that are not technically part 

of the EU but work closely with its institutions. European identity itself, is, evidently, 

quite a nebulous concept – it is similar to national identity, but the transnational aspect 

prevents any full comparison. Not only does European identity exist on a political level, 

but it also exists on a cultural level that is well represented and documented in museums. 

The hypothesis is that its influence extends beyond the reach of public exhibitions: by 

acting as a relay point between the EU and museum organizations, NEMO may be 

promoting a more collaborative approach between European museum professionals, 

encouraging universalist values that are commonly associated with the EU’s vision of a 

European identity. NEMO strongly advocates for museums at the EU level: for example, 

during the COVID-19 pandemic, they produced several reports on the impact of 
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lockdowns and measures on museums in Europe.60  Understanding their work and the 

strategies that they use in their publications can help scholars and museum professionals 

understand how their work contributes to developing a favorable approach to European 

identity values.  

  

 

60 Follow-up Survey on the Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Museums in Europe (Network of 

European Museum Organisations, 2021), accessed February 28, 2022, https://www.ne-

mo.org/fileadmin/Dateien/public/NEMO_documents/NEMO_COVID19_FollowUpReport_11.1.2021.pdf

. 
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Methodology: Qualitative Data Analysis 

As stated in the section on significance and relevance of the study, our starting hypothesis 

is that NEMO promotes European identity on the European cultural stage, and possibly 

more specifically among museum professionals, through communications addressed to 

EU institutions and made public on their website. To explore this hypothesis, the approach 

of qualitative data analysis seemed most appropriate. Considering that the corpus of this 

research consists of statements published or signed by the same organization, it is 

predictable that patterns and themes will become apparent after a coding process, and 

they can be studied in relation to one another. The theory section of this work serves as 

our framework of reference to contextualize the findings. 

 As a researcher, my role in putting together an analysis of NEMO’s 

communication on the topic of European identity, national identity, and cultural heritage 

is not motivated by exterior influences. I do not work for the European Union or NEMO. 

I did not have any contact with NEMO before this thesis. I did, however, reach out to 

inquire about potential documents to supplement my corpus and clearly stated my purpose. 

Although no one can aspire to perfect objectivity, I have done my best to stick to the 

methodology and provide an accurate and nonpartisan analysis.  

 

1. Choice of material 

The material for this research consists of 10 statements made public by NEMO on their 

website between the years 2018 to 2022. It should be noted that, in the early stages of the 

research, I attempted to gain access to earlier documents – specifically those that dated 

back to the creation of the organization in 1992, as I was planning to evaluate how the 

goals and objectives of NEMO evolved over time. However, while I did receive an answer 

from the organization regarding those documents, I was informed that they were 

unfortunately not available. I then decided to focus on more recent publications, although 

I of course took into consideration the purpose of the organization as stated on their 

official website. 61  The year 2018 was chosen because it was the European Year of 

Cultural Heritage, which aimed to “encourage more people to discover and engage with 

Europe’s cultural heritage, and to reinforce a sense of belonging to a common European 

 

61 Network of European Museum Organisations, “Who We Are,” NEMO - The Network of European 

Museum Organisations, accessed May 28, 2022, https://www.ne-mo.org/about-us/who-we-are.html. 
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space.”62 For the occasion, multiple cultural organizations were invited to participate in 

events around the topic of European culture, including NEMO: the years 2018 – 2022 are 

rich in statements signed or published by NEMO since it marked the beginning of a 

stronger interest in the question of culture at the EU level. For example, in June 2018, a 

statement titled “The Berlin Call to Action: Cultural Heritage for the Future of Europe” 

was released by the signatories. It serves as one of the most cited sources in this work as 

deductive content analysis revealed that it dealt with the very topics of the theoretical 

framework, specifically European identity and cultural heritage.63 The end date correlates 

with the last statement available at the time of writing (May 2022), which is a short 

publication on the Russo-Ukrainian war that started in February 2022.64 Here is the list 

of statements selected as this thesis’ corpus, which are listed as primary sources in the 

bibliography: 

“Citizen-Oriented Cohesion Policy with a Prominent Place for Culture” 

“Uphold Culture in the EU Budget: A Call for a Central Place for Culture in the EU Long-

Term Recovery Budget” 

“Post-2020 Multiannual Financial Framework: Call of a Substantial and Meaningful 

Support for Culture and the Arts as Generators of an EU Added Value” 

“The Berlin Call to Action: Culture Heritage for the Future of Europe” 

“Museums in Europe Discuss Their Cooperation with and Impact on Different Sectors at 

NEMO’s Annual Conference” 

“Priorities for Museums – NEMO Recommendations for the European Parliament 

Elections in 2019” 

“#SolidarityWithUkraine” 

“Include Culture in Your National Recovery Strategies and Reactivate Cultural Life in 

Europe” 

“Investing in Europe’s next Generation by Investing in Culture” 

“Investing in Our Culture Is Investing in Our Future: Open Letter to EU Leaders from 

Europe’s Cultural and Creative Sectors”  

 

62 European Commission, “European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018 | Culture and Creativity,” last 

modified 2018, accessed May 28, 2022, https://culture.ec.europa.eu/node/214. 
63 European Heritage Cultural Summit, “The Berlin Call to Action: Cultural Heritage for the Future of 

Europe,” June 22, 2018, accessed May 5, 2022, https://www.ne-

mo.org/fileadmin/Dateien/public/NEMO_Statements/BerlinCall_NEMO.pdf. 
64 Network of European Museum Organisations, “#SolidarityWithUkraine,” February 25, 2022, accessed 

May 29, 2022, https://www.ne-

mo.org/fileadmin/Dateien/public/NEMO_Statements/NEMO_Statement_Ukraine_250222.pdf. 
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 As to why NEMO was the focus of this study, the reasons are multiple. First, it is 

not part of an EU institution, nor does it answer to the EU as such. To be a part of NEMO, 

museums and museum organizations must belong to a country that is part of the Council 

of Europe (which includes 46 member states as opposed to 27 for the EU) as stated on 

the “Membership” page of their website. 65  However, they do work closely with the 

Union: their website includes a page on “How to build a European Project” and receive 

funding from the EU, addressed to their members.66 Their statements are almost always 

made in the context of EU events, or their content relates to EU matters. Another reason 

is the abundance of material on their website: since they publish all recent statements on 

a dedicated web page, it makes the sources accessible and easy to use for content analysis. 

Finally, their audience is an interesting aspect of the analysis: they appeal to museum 

organizations and therefore museum professionals. There have been multiple studies on 

European identity in specific museums and its impact on museum visitors, for example 

Exhibiting Europe in Museums by Kaiser, Krankenhagen, and Poehls67 to name one of 

them, but the question of promoting European collaboration among professionals is also 

relevant to the question of European integration and identity.  

 

2. Presentation of the qualitative content analysis methods 

The general features of qualitative analysis methods are listed by Miles, Huberman, and 

Saldaña as such:  

1. Assigning codes or themes to a set of field notes, interview transcripts, or 

documents 

2. Sorting and sifting through these coded materials to identity similar phrases, 

relationships between variables, patterns, themes, categories, distinct differences 

between subgroups, and common sequences 

3. Isolating these patterns and processes, and commonalities and differences, and 

taking them out to the field in the next wave of data collection 

4. Noting reflections or other remarks in jottings, journals, and analytic memos 

5. Gradually elaborating a small set of assertions, propositions, and generalizations 

that cover the consistencies discerned in the database 

 

65 Network of European Museum Organisations, “Membership,” NEMO - The Network of European 

Museum Organisations, accessed May 9, 2022, https://www.ne-mo.org/join-us/membership.html. 
66 Network of European Museum Organisations, “How to Build a European Project,” NEMO - The 

Network of European Museum Organisations, accessed May 28, 2022, https://www.ne-

mo.org/cooperation-funding/how-to-build-a-european-project.html. 
67 Kaiser, Krankenhagen, and Poehls, Exhibiting Europe in Museums. 
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6. Comparing those generalizations with a formalized body of knowledge in the 

form of constructs or theories68  

 

As to present a visual representation of the process, here is an interactive model: 

 

Figure 1: Components of Qualitative Data Analysis: Interactive Model.69 

The data collection, processing, and preparation consist of gathering the documents and 

making sure they are correctly formatted: no typos, coherent file extensions, and 

removing extra pages. The authors of Qualitative Data Analysis: A Methods Sourcebook 

recommend the use of two rounds of coding before proceeding with the data display and 

the conclusions.70 As Saldaña states in his Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers, 

coding is often regarded as an outdated method, incompatible with newer genres of 

research; however, it is possible to acknowledge the weaknesses of coding and still use it 

as a support in the qualitative data analysis process.71 Coding is simply a step in the 

process, not the only method of conducting the analysis: however, should the researcher 

decide to use it, it is as much part of the analysis as the other steps.72 The researcher is 

encouraged to keep in mind the qualitative nature of the study, which means that while 

frequency and number can be helpful indicators, they need to be put into context. 

 

 

68 Matthew B. Miles, A. Michael Huberman, and Johnny Saldaña, Qualitative Data Analysis: A Methods 

Sourcebook (SAGE Publications, 2018), 6–7. 
69 Matthew B. Miles and A. Michael Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis: An Expanded Sourcebook 

(SAGE, 1994). 
70 Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña, Qualitative Data Analysis, 78. 
71 Johnny Saldaña, The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers, 2nd ed. (Los Angeles: SAGE, 2013), 

259. 
72 Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña, Qualitative Data Analysis, 79. 
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3. Operationalization of the method 

After the data collection and the formatting of the 10 chosen statements, I followed the 

directives given in Qualitative Data Analysis and start the data condensation with a first 

cycle coding with a mix of descriptive coding, which uses labels to summarize a chunk 

of the data into a word or a short phrase, and hypothesis coding, which is used to test a 

theory or a prediction of what will be found in the data.73 For this purpose, I used the 

software ATLAS.ti. As suggested in Qualitative Data Analysis: A Methods Sourcebook, 

I created a provisional list of codes that could be found in the material and were used to 

kickstart the coding process.74 

START LIST OF CODES: Citizen, Civic, Cultural heritage, Culture, European 

culture, European identity, European values, Identity, Museum, National Identity, 

Nationalism, Policy, Populism, Value. 

After the first cycle coding, I proceeded with the second step, namely pattern coding: I 

sorted through the results to see if there was any emergence of categories or themes. This 

also allowed me to review my coding manually, checking for simultaneous coding and 

potentially missed areas of interest in the material. It also offered an opportunity to add 

to the starting list of codes to get a more refined and complete view of the material. The 

coding list was expanded with new words (Challenge, Digitalization, Diversity, 

Economic, Economy, Education, Educative, Pandemic, Pluralism, Solidarity, Youth), 

and the codes were classified in the first form of data display into three categories with 

several subcategories: 

THE USE OF CULTURE IN EU OBJECTIVES – Culture is heavily associated 

with several other aspects of European policymaking. 

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT – Culture allows for citizen-driven initiatives 

that make European citizens feel closer to the European project. 

POLITICAL OBJECTIVES – NEMO appeals to the EU by formulating 

culture in the context of political objectives. 

EDUCATION AND YOUTH – Culture is often linked with education 

opportunities and can help the EU reach out to the youth. 

CULTURAL HERITAGE – Cultural heritage can be used to support European 

identity. 

 

73 Ibid., 80–83. 
74 Ibid., 86. 
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EUROPEAN VALUES – European values are a form of intangible 

cultural heritage. 

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF MUSEUMS – Museums are involved in 

the process of the materialization of European heritage. 

CULTURE AND CHALLENGES – Concerns surrounding the rise of populism 

are brought up in the material. 

THE EU VS. POPULISM – Populism is presented as a challenge for the 

EU. 

COVID-19 PANDEMIC – Culture was brought up in the context of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

RUSSO-UKRAINIAN WAR – Culture is mentioned in the context of the 

Russo-Ukrainian war. 

This breakdown of the coding process offered a good opportunity to plan the analysis 

according to these categories, with subcategories as subsections (noting, however, that 

some of them will be regrouped for the sake of argumentation). The following section of 

the thesis consists of the findings of the qualitative data analysis, with additional context 

and references to the theoretical framework, as well as the conclusions reached and the 

answers to the research questions given in the introduction.  
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Analysis of Statements Published or Signed by NEMO 

 

This part of the thesis is dedicated to presenting the findings of the conducted analysis of 

the statements available on NEMO’s website. The operationalization of the qualitative 

data analysis has led to the creation of three main identifiable themes or categories that 

will be used to divide this work into three sections: the first part focuses on the 

presentation of culture as a multi-tasking tool serving several purposes in the context of 

the EU, namely in civic engagement and political objectives as well as a supporting device 

in policies related to education and youth. The second part deal with the materialization 

of Europe’s tangible heritage, which includes the subthemes of European values, cultural 

heritage, and the role of museums in said materialization. Finally, the last part is dedicated 

to the way NEMO positions itself in opposition to populism and offers a reflection on 

what this could mean for national museums that are part of the network, as well as 

summarizes the stance of NEMO on European identity and the arguments that the 

organization raises to promote it. Overall, the goal of this section is to go from more 

general themes to specific aspects found in the statements to answer our research question 

in the most precise way possible. 

 

1. Culture as a multi-tasking tool 

Without any surprise, the very first category to appear during the coding process of data 

analysis was culture. Considering that the material consists of statements either published 

by NEMO (which is, obviously, a culture-focused organization) or signed by NEMO, 

along with other cultural associations, the main topic of said statements was always 

culture. While this was a predictable feature of the material, a few sub-categories 

appeared during the coding, allowing for a deeper understanding of the main theme: they 

revealed the versatile aspect of culture according to the authors and signatories. All 

statements were addressed to EU institutions and officials to present arguments and 

justifications to include culture in policymaking and budgeting discussions. Those 

arguments can be split into two sub-sections: the first one includes the importance of 

culture to attain political objectives through civic engagement, and the second one 

revolves around the importance of education and youth in European identity development. 

While some statements were more generic than others and did not focus on museums, 

they were directly or indirectly concerned by the issues raised in the statements – and 
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NEMO’s signature on those showed that the organization was concerned with the 

broached topics in relation to their main stakeholders, which are museum organizations 

and museums. Therefore, this part of the analysis is devoted to showing the findings of 

the qualitative data analysis on the topic of “culture” throughout the material, with the 

goal of understanding which arguments are made to secure political and financial support 

for Europe’s cultural scene, and how it relates with the European project, specifically 

European identity. 

 

a. Culture and the question of civic engagement: reaching citizens through 

EU initiatives 

As stated in the theoretical framework of this work, McCormick established the elitist 

nature of the European Union: the only way for ordinary European citizens to participate 

in decision-making is to vote in the direct elections to the European Parliament, which 

have been held every five years since 1979. However, as McCormick points out, the 

turnout has fallen from 63 percent to 43 percent in forty years. 75  There are several 

explanations for this drop, including the difference between first-order and second-order 

elections (citizens will prioritize national elections over European elections, which they 

perceive to be less influential in their daily lives)76. The EU is often associated with heavy 

bureaucracy and wasted money by citizens with a negative overview of the Union, even 

though the overall budget is, in reality, quite small.77 Among the arguments put forward 

by Eurosceptics is the opinion that “too many decisions are taken by national leaders 

without reference to their citizens, who are too often denied national referendums on such 

crucial developments as treaty revisions.”78 In this context, the shift towards citizen-

driven projects on the EU’s side is not surprising. The conference on the Future of Europe 

ended very recently at the time of this thesis’ writing, on May 9, 2022 – it represented an 

opportunity for European citizens to discuss what they expected European projects to 

evolve towards in the upcoming years and decades, as it has steadily moved on from a 

strictly economic and political alliance to a full-scale Union and political system in its 

own right.79 One of the studied statements, “Citizen-oriented Cohesion Policy with a 

 

75 McCormick, European Union Politics, 287. 
76 Ibid., 276. 
77 Ibid., 291. 
78 Ibid., 292. 
79 Conference on the Future of Europe, “What Is the Conference on the Future of Europe?,” accessed May 

18, 2022, https://futureu.europa.eu/pages/about. 
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prominent place for culture”, deals with this very topic, affirming that “the Cohesion 

Policy must adopt a citizen-oriented approach as an overall principle, aimed at supporting 

community-led development and fostering active citizenship.” 80  The statement was 

published by the Alliance for Culture and the Arts, which NEMO is part of and is included 

in the signatories. Hobsbawm affirmed that nationalism was created from above but 

should be studied from below81 – in the case of European identity, it seems to work very 

much in the same manner, though the elite has struggled to create a mimic of “background 

nationhood” as described by Billig,82 in a way that would permeate the European society 

and provide constant flagging of the European identity.  

 In the material, civic identity is acknowledged as a strong component of European 

identity. As previously mentioned, Smith admits that while civic identity and ethnicity 

were two important aspects of national identity, civic identity could transcend ethnicity, 

as is the case with Switzerland.83 However, this does not mean that culture is, in essence, 

the weaker facet of the two: culture can support the construction of civic identity, as it 

provides opportunities to offset the elitist perception of the EU. The statement on 

Cohesion Policy encourages “community-led development and fostering active 

citizenship,”84 and supports the inclusion of culture in the Cohesion Policy as a tool that 

“relates to the various elements of a human dimension of the economic and social 

development: shared values, creativity-based skills, social bonds, intercultural dialogue, 

collective learning and engagement, among others.”85 The terms “human dimension” 

should be highlighted here: culture is presented as a more accessible medium to enhance 

support in European integration. Indeed, culture permeates almost all aspects of society, 

and citizens are exposed to some form of culture every day, whether it impacts their 

behavior, habits, social interactions, and life in general. This is reminiscent of Gellner’s 

work, in which he states that the creation of national identity is less about generating new 

culture and instead of changing how culture is used.86 At the moment, according to 
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McCormick, it seems that the attachment to the EU is mostly linked to practical changes 

brought by the single market, including the single currency, considering that these 

initiatives have a direct impact on the lives of European citizens.87 The EU appears to be 

lacking in both cultural and civic attachment – and although scholars cannot agree on 

which aspect is the most important, it is difficult to imagine an identity solely based on 

one or the other. In another statement, “The Berlin Call to Action,” the signatories state 

that “[the debate on the Future of Europe cannot be based exclusively on political, 

economic or security consideration.”88 However, while this serves as a warning against 

basing decisions solely on said considerations, it does not mean that the signatories – and 

specifically, in this work, NEMO – were not concerned with them.  

 In the statement on the Cohesion Policy, the Alliance for Culture and the Arts 

highlights how culture can bring Europe closer to citizens, specifically by shifting focus 

away from purely European projects and working on local initiatives: culture both serves 

as a gauge of the regeneration of rural and off-center areas, as it tends to develop more in 

places where citizens feel an attachment to their city, village or neighborhood, and as a 

factor of attractiveness, since it can bring in tourists and contributing artists and 

investors.89 In another statement, addressed to multiple national and European leaders and 

addressing the topic of national recovery strategies after the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

signatories make a point of underlining the importance of support schemes for cultural 

life in Europe, as it can rebuild “confidence of both cultural communities and citizens.”90 

Culture can be a way for the EU to show support for citizens in a way that would directly 

impact their lives, especially those who work in culture and arts and have suffered a strong 

economic impact during the pandemic, as millions of jobs were either put on hold or 

simply disappeared. 91  Citizens who are already in favor of the EU tend to cite the 

economic advantages of state membership, and those who do not support the EU 
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sometimes blame the elitist functioning of the bureaucracy as a negative aspect of 

membership. This type of intervention in cultural sectors can benefit both sides.  

 Civic engagement goes both ways: as Risse stated, the support for a European 

identity is on the rise.92 However, it is only when citizens feel like they can influence 

what is happening at the EU level that they will take action. Therefore, the EU needs to 

present opportunities, and culture is a domain that is already close to citizens, making it 

a great field of experimentation to help the construction of a European identity. In the 

case of NEMO, this type of action would have concrete benefits for its members: museum 

professionals were part of the jobholders heavily affected during the pandemic. If the EU 

intervened in their favor, there is a strong possibility that at least some of them would 

show increased support for the Union, and in the case of museum professionals from 

countries that are part of the Council of Europe but not part of the EU, this may even push 

them towards advocating for their country to apply for membership.  

 

b. Culture and European political objectives: a success story? 

Hobsbawm believes that there are necessary conditions to bring the emergence of a nation, 

citing political, technical, administrative, and economic concerns. 93  Considering that 

national identity is created from above, there need to be means of communication and 

dispersion on the scale of the national unit, to allow the elite to spread ideas and concepts 

on the ordinary citizens’ level. In that aspect, the EU benefits from the fact that it is 

already composed of several nations with their own internal and external administrative, 

political, technical, and economic networks – most of which function in similar ways and 

are used to dialogue with other European countries. The EU also took shape during the 

second part of the 20th century, which means that it can benefit from the boom of digital 

technologies such as computers, (smart)phones, and online resources. Hobsbawm also 

stated, like Gellner, that the political and the national unit should be concordant.94 In the 

case of the EU, this is starting to take the shape of a problem: there is no “national unit”, 

at least not in the same manner as France, Germany, or even the United States. Each 

member is a national unit in itself, and while EU membership involves surrendering part 

of its sovereignty in favor of decisions taken at the European level, every country can and 
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will act on its own, as a fully formed independent national and political unit. However, 

and this is where Hobsbawm’s definition deviated from Gellner’s, there is no definitive 

theory that can explain every instance of nationalism: there will always be exceptions.95 

In the case of the European Union, while it is not a state as McCormick established,96 

Cinpoes affirms that it has taken “the shape of statehood.”97 European identity can surely 

never fully appear the same as national identity, simply because of the way the EU is 

constructed: however, keeping in mind that some objectives like political and national 

congruency cannot be reached unless the European Union becomes a federation, the goals 

of shaping politics, economy, administration and technical networks in favor of the EU 

can surely be pursued. 

 Again, according to NEMO and their partners, culture is a very useful tool to reach 

European objectives that may not seem related at first sight. Beyond the ability to reach 

out directly to citizens, culture is an important part of Europe as a continent with a 

common history – not even only on the EU level. Maintaining national cultures and 

keeping the European cultural scene alive benefits other aspects of EU policies. In one of 

the statements, “Priorities for Museums – NEMO Recommendations for the European 

Parliament Elections in 2019”, one paragraph stands out as it summarizes how the 

organization sees culture as a multi-faceted tool for the European project: 

The importance of culture and cultural heritage as a bearer of common values, a 

driver of economic sustainable development, and social cohesion has recently 

gained recognition at the highest political level. The values that culture embodies 

are in line with the objectives of Europe 2020, the EU strategy for smart, 

sustainable, and inclusive growth. Even more, culture and cultural heritage is seen 

as a strong unifying element of the entire EU project, as has recently been 

reaffirmed at the EU Leaders’ Summit in Gothenburg (November 2017), the 

European Council conclusions (December 2017), and the Davos Conference of 

European Ministers of Culture (January 2018).98 

NEMO makes a point to inscribe its own objective (the promotion of culture) in larger 

EU goals, mentioning previous conclusions reached during EU events that included 

culture. For example, in the cited EU Leaders’ Summit in Gothenburg in 2017, President 

Juncker reasserted the role of education and culture as drivers of job creation and 
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economic growth.99 In the conclusions of December 2017 from the European Council, 

more than half of the talking points were dedicated to education and culture.100 In the 

literature review section of this thesis, the question of NEMO being forced to abandon its 

informality to “fit in” with EU institutions was brought up by Birkebæk.101 It is interesting 

to note, at this point, that in recent years, NEMO has appeared to indeed align its goals to 

those of the EU: while it is difficult to judge the level of formality based on statements 

published or signed by the organization, there is a definitive motion to formulate 

arguments in a manner which appeals to European policymakers, since it may result in 

increased support from them. Nonetheless, the language used in this paragraph such as 

“economic sustainable development and social cohesion” is part of the lexical fields that 

can be found in EU official documents and publications: sustainability, development, and 

social cohesion are part of the European Commission’s priorities.102  

 Unfortunately, a few of the studied statements reveal that the organizations that 

petitioned for an increase in the part of the EU budget dedicated to culture were not 

successful. The oldest statement available on NEMO’s website, published by the Alliance 

for Culture and the Arts and addressing the Post-2020 Multiannual Framework, is already 

a call for an increasing budget “of 1% of the total expenditure of the Union.”103 In an 

open letter to EU leaders, 93 organizations including NEMO argue that the budget 

allocated to the Creative Europe Programme, which is the only EU Framework 

Programme dedicated to the cultural and creative sectors, is severely underfinanced.104 

The signatories argue that “The contribution of Europe’s cultural and creative sectors to 
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the social, economic and artistic development of Europe fully justifies the added value of 

EU investment in culture.”105 In another statement put out by Culture Action Europe 

(which, again, includes NEMO as one of the signatories), it is mentioned that while the 

European Commission recognized the importance of culture and that Creative Europe 

was underfinanced, the overall figure was decreased between the first and the second 

proposal (from 1,64 billion to 1,52 billion euros).106 In another statement, signed by 99 

organizations including NEMO, one sentence points out that the budget dedicated to 

culture was, with the budget dedicated to education and youth, the only one to decrease, 

which the signatories qualified as “Quite ironic for a recovery plan named ‘Next 

Generation EU’.”107 Overall, the influence of NEMO and other cultural actors on EU 

policymaking appears, through the lens of these statements, rather limited. However, it 

can also be argued that the context of the pandemic was extremely difficult for all sectors, 

not only the culture and arts European scene: the last two statements above were 

published during the year 2020, which was shaped by COVID-19.  

 NEMO is not one of the most influential players in the European political arena: 

firstly, as can be seen in the statements, the organization rarely speaks up on its own, and 

usually puts out statements that were co-signed with many other cultural organizations to 

give more weight to their demands. Secondly, it struggled through the burden of its 

informality compared to the bureaucratic rigidity of the EU and had to adapt its strategies 

to be able to align its objectives with those of the Union. The reasoning is the following: 

NEMO argues that culture contributes to shaping the EU in a way that encourages the 

growth of the European version of nationalism, thus leading to the creation of a European 

identity. The organization appears extremely close to the EU in its demands and 

encourages aspects of the European project that would lead it towards a more complete 

“statehood.” Unfortunately, this has not been met with much success in recent years: 

however, the COVID-19 pandemic has brutally shuffled the cards of priorities, and it 

would not be fair to judge the results of NEMO’s argumentation based on the decisions 

taken by the European Commission in 2020.  
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c. Education and Youth: reaching out to the new generation through 

museums 

The European Union is already well-known for its Erasmus exchange program, which 

started as early as 1987, and as Cinpoes stated, is a good example of symbol creation 

through the use of a known historically European figure. 108  Among the specified 

objectives was the promotion of European identity and citizenship, nowadays joined by 

other aims such as fostering intercultural competencies or boosting the employability of 

participating students.109 According to Hobsbawm, schools, and education, in general, are 

one of the places and field where the first regular contact with the national state happen:110 

this is one of the most helpful networks when it comes to spreading ideas and concepts, 

and national identity is no exception to that rule. Besides, it allows for an opportunity to 

reach out to the younger generations, either children, teenagers, and young adults – the 

future citizens of the nation, or in this case, the European Union. The Erasmus exchange 

program directly impacts the lives of European students, a perspective that holds the 

possibility that it may change their view of the EU. As McCormick points out, the 

freedom to travel, study and work anywhere in the EU ranks high as an answer to the 

question “what does the EU mean to you personally?”111 There is also an established 

knowledge deficit, which can be defined as “the gap between the powers of the EU 

institutions and the ability of EU citizens to make informed judgments about the exercise 

of European integration.”112 This could be solved by implementing a European aspect to 

school curricula, giving the chance to the newer generation to understand the complex 

administrative machinery of the EU.  

In the statement on “Priorities for Museums”, NEMO mentions the Erasmus 

program, specifically recommending “to increase the budget and to introduce funding 

lines in programmes such as ERASMUS+ to support cooperation projects between 

Education and Culture.”113 The Erasmus program does not involve specific classes on the 

functioning of the EU, but it is financed and supported by it. The results of the program 
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have been debated, and several studies with contradicting results exist; for example, Van 

Mol’s results appear to show that students do not noticeably feel more of a relationship 

with Europe after a few months spent in another European country, either as a European 

(culturally) or as a European citizen.114 However, Jacobone and Moro’s conclusions make 

it clear that in their case, the students who participated in an Erasmus exchange 

overwhelmingly considered it a positive experience, mostly in terms of language skills as 

well as the academic and professional added value. The concluding section states 

“Student mobility […] encourages international understanding, European consciousness, 

and identity.”115 Additionally, Mazzoni et al. acknowledge that, for example, while the 

results of their study showed that short-term and long-term mobility had a significant 

effect on participation in EU issues, limitations such as the under-representation of 

individuals with lower incomes in their sample meant that the results could not be applied 

to all Erasmus participants.116 Consequently, while the program is a definitive success in 

terms of popularity and number of participants, it is rather difficult to evaluate the impact 

that it has on European identity – which may be influenced by several variables, including 

nationality, social-economic status, or field of study. Jugert, Šerek, and Stollberg’s study 

revealed that two of the most powerful shapers of the relationship between national and 

European identity among the younger generation were the general attitude of the country 

they live in (whether people generally trusted the EU or not), as well as the extent of 

social and economic inequalities.117 What the existence of the Erasmus program does 

reveal, however, is that the EU is interested in getting involved with the younger 

generation. 

According to Eilertsen and Amundsen, the best way for museums to promote 

European identity is to educate and encourage people to reflect on national identity vs. 

European identity and their complementarity.118 In NEMO’s statement that followed their 

annual conference in November 2018, they cited Tibor Navracsics, the European 
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Commissioner for Education, Culture, Youth, and Sport, who opened the conference: 

“Museums have an important role in building a cohesive Europe. They hold our cultural 

treasures and are vital in educating people.”119 Museums often publicly share this goal of 

“educating” their audience; of course, this is possible no matter said audience’s age or 

origin. However, they are often chosen as school field trip destinations because of their 

potential in offering a playful and interactive way of learning. In “Priorities for Museums”, 

NEMO reaffirms this wish of collaboration between education and culture, “more 

specifically between schools of all levels, including adult education institutions, and 

museums to develop joint programmes and activities.” 120  As an example of what is 

possible in terms of collaboration, the Museum of Contemporary Art of Crete organized 

a pedagogical program to get teenagers to think about what it means to be European. The 

results of the event showed that on all accounts, the participants had broadened, 

strengthened, and deepened their understanding of multiple issues concerning Europe, 

and became aware of topics they did not get to learn about previously; they also had a 

very positive experience in terms of social interactions and fun.121 This kind of learning 

experience could allow for a deeper connection between museums and the EU. Thanks to 

the Eurobarometer study which reveals that 88% of respondents “believe that Europe’s 

cultural heritage should be taught in schools, as it is highly relevant for our history and 

culture,”122 NEMO makes a case that education is highly relevant both for the EU’s 

objectives and museums’ interests. The statement “Priorities for Museums” includes an 

entire subsection about education, which uses the same strategies as the arguments in 

favor of culture being beneficial to political and economic objectives: “NEMO states that 

“Museums contribute to […] EU key competences for Lifelong Learning 

(Recommendation 2006/962/EC).”123 
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Education is a key topic for both museums and European identity, which is why 

NEMO makes a point in bringing it up in its argumentation in favor of enhanced funding 

for cultural programs, specifically for museums. Museums and schools are organized 

differently, even when they both happen to be public institutions, and are usually not 

regulated by the same branches of government. However, they share this objective in 

educating their audience and already benefit from a privileged and established 

relationship that the EU could take advantage of. NEMO highlights this existing 

relationship and pushes the EU to take it further, and bring it up to the European level.  

 

2. The materialization of Europe’s intangible heritage 

The term “heritage” can evoke multiple things in the mind of people: heritage can be 

material and tangible in itself when it designates the objects, the goods, the artifacts, or 

the money that is passed down from previous generations. However, cultural heritage is 

often intangible: oral tradition is one of the best examples of this practice, long put aside 

by historians avidly looking for written sources that are tangible and perceived as more 

reliable. Putting something in writing does not prevent any author from lying, however – 

and any account of events that transpired is inherently biased, whether because the author 

has a stake in the situation or because they simply were not there to assess the reality of 

their claims. Yes, oral tradition is difficult to study because there are as many versions of 

a story or a tradition as there are people to talk about it. However, the evolution of an oral 

myth is just as much part of history as the myth itself. Moreover, oral tradition and written 

sources can corroborate each other, and paint a fuller, more vivid picture; they do not 

have to be seen as opposites or even completely separated fields. By relying on 

interdisciplinarity, as is more and more customary in academic research, you can even 

bring in the added knowledge of physical objects and historical artifacts through 

archaeology to contribute to the story. As stated in the cultural heritage section of this 

thesis’ theoretical background, Lähdesmäki has defined this practice of materialization of 

intangible heritage as “placing heritage” and notes that it is particularly prevalent in the 

context of European heritage, since most of it is based on values and abstract ideas or 

political concepts124. Museums are an integrated part of this process, as several EU 
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initiatives to promote cultural heritage include them125. In this first main category, the 

inductive data analysis has revealed three subthemes that were particularly prevalent in 

the studied statements: the first one revolved around European values, the second is 

centered around cultural heritage, and the third around museums and their role according 

to NEMO.  

 

a. European values: intangible but crucial to European culture 

This section of the analysis is where Bruter’s argument about the language employed in 

EU discourse as a European identity construction instrument comes most into play.126 In 

one of his studies, he found that a majority of participants assessed their own European 

identity as predominantly “civic,” and a minority only as “cultural”. Habermas defined 

European identity based on “constitutional patriotism,” which means that shared culture 

is usually not the most common foundation. 127  However, the “cultural identifiers” 

visualized Europe according to the notions of “peace, harmony, fading of historical 

divisions, cooperation between similar people and culture.”128 Although Cinpoes lists 

several attempts at creating symbols for the EU, 129 it is confirmed by Calligaro that 

European values are central to European identity, and are central to any sort of cultural 

policy attempted by the EU since the 1970s.130 Before delving into this section of the 

analysis, it is of course mandatory to determine the exact nature of said values. As a 

methodological note, this process resulted in the inclusion of several new keywords in the 

second round of coding as the notion of European values was explored further. The 

European Union has listed the values it upholds in official and legal documents which 

will serve as a reference. In the Lisbon Treaty and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, 

European values are listed as such: human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, rule of 

law, and human rights. The European Union’s official website includes a short description 

for each value which helps to understand what is included under broader terms such as 

“freedom.”131 The Lisbon Treaty expands a little on what is expected from the Member 
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States as far as principles and ethics go: pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, 

and solidarity are all ideals that should be the basis of any decision taken on a national or 

international level. Jacob et al. state that “Strengthening the values on which the European 

Union and the Council of Europe are founded is probably the most important contribution 

cultural heritage can make for contemporary societies,”132 which underlines the crucial 

role of European values in cultural policies and actions. In European citizens who already 

feel a strong connection to Europe, it usually manifests itself in the form of civic beliefs; 

the addition of culture could reinforce their support for the European Union. While it is 

maybe unlikely that reaffirming those values will have any sort of consequence on the 

beliefs of Eurosceptics, it is also possible that emphasizing the idea of a shared culture 

may help those who feel on the fence to lean into a more pro-European stance. 

 The statements in the material are full of references to European values, either in 

an implied or direct way. The statement of “The Berlin Call to Action” heavily revolves 

around the importance of cultural heritage in consolidating the European project, and 

European values are a big part of the argumentation that is used to convince the addressees 

– in this case, EU and national officials. Signatories invoke the recent “challenges” and 

“threats” towards “core European values;” throughout the statement, the use of the terms 

“values” or “shared values” to refer to moral concepts that are shared by European 

citizens is frequent and spans over half of the entire text.133 The preamble argues that the 

EYCH provides an opportunity to “recognize and unfold the positive and cohesive power 

of our shared cultural heritage and values to connect Europe’s citizens and communities 

and to give a deeper meaning to the entire European project.”134 The themes of “European 

values” and “cultural heritage” were very often associated with each other throughout the 

coding process, and this relationship between the two was summarized in one sentence 

later in the statement: “our cultural heritage is what makes us European as it reflects our 

varying and shared values, cultures, and memories.”135 To add another example, in the 

statement “Priorities for Museums”, NEMO describes cultural heritage as a “bearer of 

common values.”136 Culture and cultural heritage are seen as a way to make the concept 
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of European identity more approachable and visible to European citizens, especially 

considering their intangible nature. Lähdesmaki has emphasized the evolution from 

strictly tangible forms of heritage to a mix of tangible and intangible cultural heritage,137 

which is attested in the cultural heritage definition given by the UNESCO Institute for 

Statistics.138  

 European values were often referred to as a set, and some mentions highlighted 

by the coding process were not even preceded by the word “European.” If anything, this 

is a testament to how implicitly evident the connection is to the authors, the signatories, 

and the recipients. One could argue that there is no way of knowing for sure if the “values” 

brought up in the statements are European values for sure, but besides the obvious 

European context, some of them were also directly cited individually in the material, 

either using the exact terminology from the Treaty of Lisbon or words from the same 

lexical field, which makes for a rather clear reference. Solidarity, pluralism, and non-

discrimination were the individual values that were most often referred to, with some 

mentions of democracy. The statement on Cohesion Policy is not the only example in the 

material of references to individual values, but it offers a good panel: “solidarity,”139 

democracy” and “pluralism and diversity”140 are instances of values brought up with 

direct language. Some mentions were more implied in nature, for example when the 

authors argue that “cultural and creative engagement empowers the groups at risk of 

exclusion”141 which indirectly refers to non-discrimination. Throughout the statements, it 

becomes clear that NEMO sees European values as a core aspect of European culture, a 

foundation on which European identity can be constructed. The choice of specific values 

brings up the question of why they were selected to build the argumentation. Pluralism, 

solidarity, and non-discrimination are possibly the easiest values to associate with culture 

and cultural heritage, if only for the fact that reinforcing the existence of European culture 

would promote acceptance and better social cohesion. If two European citizens can relate 

to one another through a similar cultural background, they would maybe be more likely 

to support initiatives that would benefit them both – therefore both relying on and 
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strengthening the European value of solidarity, in a virtuous cycle of some sort. Though 

this exact deduction is impossible to confirm based solely on the material, it is obvious 

that in one way or another, NEMO wishes to demonstrate the undeniable relation between 

culture and cultural heritage and European values. 

 The promotion of European values in museums is not particularly new. The first 

project plans of the House of European History, a history museum located in Brussels, 

were initiated with a narrative of the EU as a modern and highly institutionalized 

“community of values,” with an emphasis on the “values of integration.”142 However, by 

much of the recommendations established by Eilertsen and Amundsen,143 the museum is 

less about imposing narratives that could be perceived as propaganda on the visitors, and 

more about questioning the meaning of being European, and the concept of Europe. 

Interestingly, when it comes to values, not only are visitors invited to reflect on their 

existence, but also their nature: “Are those values always positive (e.g. democracy, 

freedom, emancipation), or can Europe also be regarded as a dark continent that has 

introduced slavery, colonialism, and extermination?”144 The House of European History 

is part of NEMO.145 While NEMO supports, of course, the basics of European values, the 

focus is always put on civic engagement and getting citizens to interact with their heritage 

and European values. In the communications addressed to EU officials (as is the case with 

almost all of the statements), it is logical that European values are not questioned, since 

they are the bases of the official documents upon which most of the administrative and 

legal institutions base their claims and decisions. However, as Lähdesmäki stated, it is 

sometimes difficult to know how to differentiate between European and national 

heritage;146 some aspects of culture may be claimed as European heritage in one country, 

and as a national heritage in another. European values are not specific to the EU: in fact, 

many of them are shared with the Council of Europe.147 The EU and the US also share 
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several fundamental values.148 This is one of the essential key problems with EU values: 

while they are a crucial part of EU identity, they are neither exclusive to the Union nor, 

in the words of Calligaro et al. “are deemed to suffer from a number of contradictions and 

uncertainties.”149 The EU is aware of this and has made efforts to create spaces where 

those values can be debated, expanded, and redefined:150 the House of European History 

is an example of such a place.  

 The vagueness of European values may weaken arguments for them to be part of 

the founding nature of the European Union, which can make their appeal as core aspects 

of European identity debatable. However, while they are not exactly unique to Europe, 

the fact that the EU invites citizens to debate around them makes for a singularly 

interesting case: maybe European values are less a definitive list of positive traits to strive 

for, and more of a personal answer to what “solidarity,” “freedom” and others mean to an 

individual. In any case, NEMO understands that European values, in the context of 

statements, are mostly a matter of language: the EU is known to summon values in 

moments of crises and important challenges.151 In the context of museums, however, 

NEMO is most certainly in favor of exhibitions that encourage visitors to think for 

themselves: the next section of the analysis will cover more on this topic. 

 

b. Cultural heritage and museums: expectations and duties in European 

identity construction 

Without a doubt, all the main themes unveiled during the coding process of the qualitative 

data analysis are intertwined on a deep level, which is to be expected of a corpus so even 

in terms of topics and authors. However, the relationship between the theme “Museums” 

and “Cultural heritage” featured a specific angle that resonated with the stated research 

question: NEMO brings to the fore the responsibility of museum institutions in the 

materialization of European cultural heritage. Lähdesmäki and Calligaro have both 

extensively demonstrated this endeavor in making European heritage tangible,152 but the 

keyword here is “responsibility.” In Populism and Heritage in Europe, Ayhan Kaya 
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summarizes how museums contribute to the construction of national identity and make 

the diversity of cultural heritage accessible to visitors.153 However, museums may also be 

capable of creating more complex, transnational identities, such as European identity: this 

would be done with the use of narratives such as “unity-in-diversity,” generating fluid, 

transcultural memories.154 In their EuNaMus report, Eilertsen and Amundsen expressed 

the uncomfortable coexistence of national and transnational narratives in museums.155 

Yet, the previous section demonstrated that museums (such as the House of European 

History) could successfully put up exhibitions that did not severely clash with national 

narratives so much as they completed them, by inviting the visitors to question European 

identity and values. Lähdesmäki et al. brought up the concept of “transcultural heritage,” 

encouraging institutions to challenge the traditional views on cultural heritage to bridge 

geographically distinct communities and create a forever changing and evolving complex 

cultural network.156  

Many of those concepts appeared in the statement of “The Berlin Call for Action,” 

as the signatories present seven arguments in favor of putting cultural heritage at the 

center of European policymaking. The first one states as follow: “Our cultural heritage 

(…) is the true embodiment of Europe’s ‘Unity in Diversity’.”157 The second mentions 

the interconnected layers (local, regional, national, and European) of European citizens’ 

identity and their “continuously evolving” nature.158 Cultural heritage is even compared 

to a “bridge”, although the two ends are “our past and our future” instead of different 

countries; however, this simply completes Lähdesmäki et al.’s definition of transcultural 

heritage by adding a time component to the preexisting notion of space. The version of 

“The Berlin Call to Action” found on NEMO’s website is the one that is signed by the 

secretary-general of the organization, but it was not written by them: therefore, the only 

mention of museums is made in the preamble, listing “museum professionals” along with 

multiple other representants of the cultural employment scene in the EU.159  
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One statement, though, made light of NEMO’s expectations for museums: 

“Priorities for Museums – NEMO Recommendations for the European Parliament 

Elections in 2019.” On the very first page of the document, the organization offers a short 

but complete description of what they consider to be key objectives for museums: 

Museums safeguard tangible and intangible evidence of the manmade and natural 

world for current and future generations. Their collections tell a rich variety of 

stories, interpreting past and present history. Museums encourage dialogue, 

stimulating us to think, learn and reflect; to celebrate differences and discover 

affinities. Museums contribute to developing cultural factors: they create memory 

and identity, and they foster creativity, diversity, and knowledge. All of these 

factors are crucial for the building of today’s society. We believe that museums 

deliver these benefits for European society.160 

Through this single paragraph, NEMO formulates the role of museums in the context of 

the European project. The use of “tangible and intangible” follows the UNESCO Institute 

for Statistics’ proposed definition of cultural heritage. 161  This, of course, includes 

European values, which count as intangible cultural heritage.162 In NEMO’s words, not 

only are museums safe-keepers of the past against time and erosion, preserving tangible 

and intangible remnants of history, but they must interpret them and push visitors towards 

a reflective and active path instead of a passive attitude. The act of “creating memory and 

identity” is done through the materialization of heritage, or “placing heritage.” NEMO’s 

expectations for museums are very much in line with the concepts explored in the 

theoretical framework of this thesis: museums can and should give a substantial aspect to 

intangible cultural heritage such as European values. In one statement, the press release 

following NEMO’s 2018 Annual Conference, it is said that “NEMO advocates for 

museums to be fully acknowledged and given increased support,” leading to 

“mainstreaming heritage becoming a reality across EU, national, local and regional 

levels.”163 This is also an argument formulated in a manner that accentuates the role of 

museums in Europe, advocating for EU officials to pay attention to the field of cultural 

institutions; it is neglected and underfunded as pointed out in the part on culture and 

European political objectives.  
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 The “Priorities for Museums” statement goes on to list diverse aspects of cultural 

heritage that present both opportunities and challenges for the EU, emphasizing NEMO’s 

potential role in some of them and offering solutions to transform cultural heritage into a 

powerful tool for European integration. To highlight one example in which NEMO has 

quite some expertise, the question of digitalization is brought up: the conversion of 

information into a digital format. Digitalization of cultural heritage is somewhat of a hot 

topic in museum studies, including in the European context: the question of “orphan” 

works (i.e., 19th and 20th century works with uncertain copyright status) has notably led 

to the creation of a special copyright exception in EU law to allow cultural institutions to 

carry out the digitalization process of cultural heritage.164 NEMO is heavily involved in 

the process of digitalization of cultural heritage in museums: in 2020, the organization 

helped launch the Horizon 2020 project (inDICEs – Measuring the Impact of Digital 

Culture” to research the impact of digital culture on European society.165 According to 

the organization, digitalization helps to “put cultural heritage in the hands of teachers, 

schoolchildren, designers and tourists” – therefore increasing accessibility to European 

culture.166 As mentioned in the section on culture and European political objectives, 

digital resources and technologies are a major advantage for the EU for securing the 

technical and administrative aspects of Hobsbawm’s conditions to bring the emergence 

of a nation.167 NEMO points out that the EU already has an official Digital Agenda that 

museums could support.168 

 On the specific topic of museum professionals, NEMO has written a section titled 

“Mobility for capacity-building” that was strongly highlighted during the coding process 

simply for the fact that it brings up a lot of central themes in one rather short chunk of 

data. In this passage, the organization asserts the importance of cultural heritage as a 

“contributor to a sense of belonging, shared values and solidarity” and points out the 
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potential benefits of a mobility scheme for museum professionals “not only in terms of 

capacity-building but also by enhancing their EU identity and empowering them as EU 

citizens.”169 The “shared values” mentioned here are part of the abundant list of implicit 

mentions of European values, but they only serve to drive the point of the argument home, 

as NEMO explicitly uses the concept of “EU identity.” Previous literature, theory, and 

this analysis have asserted that museums are conceptualized as a great tool to promote 

ideas and notions in the form of engaging narratives; though the format has evolved since 

the golden days of nationalism, they are still very much a way for the elite to reach out to 

ordinary citizens. However, national museums do not simply answer to the state anymore, 

and they certainly do not answer to the EU: whether they are public or private institutions, 

it is becoming rarer and rarer to see exhibitions that do not encourage visitors to think, 

reflect, and come to their conclusions. Yet, this nuanced aspect does not mean that today’s 

exhibitions are well and truly objectives – in truth, in culture, barely anything can be 

impartial. Museum professionals are first and foremost citizens: they will advocate for 

what they believe in. This is reflected in the content, but also fundamentally in the subject 

of their exhibitions. In the words of Clive Gray, “museums not only have a political 

dimension but […] they are inescapably political.”170 NEMO makes a case that if museum 

professionals were able to go on a funded exchange in another European country, with a 

similar scheme as the Erasmus exchange program, to learn about the local cultural 

heritage and practices, there may be a chance that their political stance and engagement 

may be positively impacted in favor of the EU. Of course, as established in the education 

and youth section of this work, the actual results of ERASMUS+ on the political 

engagement of the studied samples of students varied quite a lot depending on the study, 

making it difficult to get a good idea of the real impact that it had on the stance of students 

on EU issues. But, as stated in the section on civic engagement, economic support has 

indeed been heavily requested by cultural institutions, especially after the pandemic: such 

a program could help build trust in the EU.  

 NEMO presents itself as a link between European museums, museum 

organizations and museum professionals, and the EU – a role which appears clearly 

throughout the corpus, as it both advocates for financial and political support of cultural 
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institutions and attempts to assert the importance of museums in constructing the 

European project. The question of European identity and cultural heritage is central to 

this argumentation: the cultural policies of the European Union aim to further European 

integration. Reinforcing European identity as a complementary aspect of citizens’ lives, 

building cultural networks on local, regional, national, and European levels, materializing, 

digitizing, and engaging citizens with European cultural heritage – all of this according 

to NEMO, can be done with museums as a supporting force. Yet there are opponents to 

these projects, in the form of political influences and external factors: the next section 

will address the way NEMO tackles these topics.  

 

3. NEMO vs. opposition: challenges for European culture 

The construction of an identity usually does not happen without its obstacles: in the case 

of European identity, national identity is often considered to be a potential problem. 

However, as I have argued in the theoretical framework, national identity does not have 

to conflict with European identity: the real issues are most often of institutional nature, 

and stem from nationalism in the form of populism. It is not enough to disseminate 

European values and pursue the construction of a European identity, it needs to be 

defended and asserted against potential detractors. Whether this comes in the form of 

proving the very existence of a European value, or simply trying to convince Eurosceptics 

that European identity and national identity are not inherently incompatible, there are 

strategies that exist. In the qualitative data analysis, the emergence of one category proved 

that NEMO is aware of these challenges, and eager to do its part to stand up for European 

culture.  

 One specific instance was technically a unique situation in the corpus, mostly 

because the events are extremely recent: NEMO affirmed the role of culture in the state 

of European peace in the context of the Russo-Ukrainian war. The EU, Europe and the 

rest of the world have been confronted with a series of crises that put many values to the 

test; the war in Ukraine is unfortunately the most recent at the time of writing, preceded 

by the COVID-19 pandemic – which technically has not ended just yet. Ukraine has been 

gradually getting closer to the EU in recent years and was already part of the Council of 

Europe for several years. They are in the sphere of influence of the European Union, 

culturally and geopolitically: does that mean European values still apply in NEMO’s 
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communication on the topic of the Russo-Ukrainian war? The following section explores 

the position of NEMO in light of the challenges and crises met by the EU recently.   

 

a. The opposition between EU values and populism – a matter for museums? 

To delve into this section of the analysis, a clear definition of populism is compulsory to 

understand the opposition between populist movements and the EU. While it is often used 

in conjunction with nationalism, it has specific characteristics that are necessary to 

understand to see the difference between the two. Mudde defines populism as such: 

(…) an ideology that considers society to be ultimately separated into two homogeneous 

and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’ versus ‘the corrupt elite’, and which argues 

that politics should be an expression of the volonté générale (general will) of the 

people.171 

As established by Jacob et al., Europe’s shared values are diametrically opposed to 

populist or conservative values: basing their analysis on the value circle established by 

Holmes, the authors can analyze values in parallel with l with one another. For example, 

the values belonging to the category “openness to change” are opposed to the values 

classified under “conservation.”172  

 

Figure 2: The spillover of the value groups ‘universalism’ and ‘security’ doesn’t overlap (based 

on Schwartz 1992)173 
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In the same way, European values mostly fall in the field of “universalism” with some 

spillover in the fields of “self-direction” and “benevolence” while populist values are 

usually in the field of “security”, reaching out into the fields of “tradition” and “power.” 

Jacob et al. do note that cultural heritage offers an opportunity to meet in the “tradition” 

field of the value circle.174 

However, the growth of populist movements has generally been difficult to deal 

with for the EU; Carlo Ruzza describes this evolution as a “sweeping populist turn which 

has characterized European politics in recent years and which has traversed numerous 

countries with widely different political, social, and cultural features.”175 As populism 

impact multiple aspects of European societies, it was only a matter of time before EU 

institutions were affected by this shift towards radical right parties, especially considering 

their recent electoral successes – the most evident one coming from the populist coalition 

that pushed the vote in favor of Brexit in the UK in 2016.176 Ruzza explains that the EU 

has acquired a set of specific values that are simply derived from the values listed in the 

Treaty of Lisbon: gender equality, environmental sustainability, and advocating for the 

rights of minorities have been gradually added to the EU’s agenda. As such, the EU 

provides several associations with funding to encourage them to act on a smaller scale as 

disseminators of EU policy integration and ideas. These associations, however, have 

become targets for populist organizations: the “tolerant, inclusionary and cosmopolitan 

vision” that they hold is contested – not only because they often clash with the traditional, 

conservative, and nationalist values heralded by populist parties, but also because they 

are backed by the EU, which represents the “elite” in the populist narrative. 177 This 

conflict leads to a situation where EU organizations’ work is sometimes undermined by 

populist actions; nevertheless, it also gives new importance to EU-related associations in 

populist-dominated areas, as they become the most important source of support for the 

opposition, especially minorities. 178  It is interesting to note, on the topic of cultural 

heritage, that populists will often attempt to use it to legitimize their acts and ideas and 

attract popular support – which is similar to what the EU is trying to do to solidify civic 
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engagement and European identity.179 European right-wing populists have often assumed 

the role of protectors of European liberal democracy, mostly against immigration, Islam, 

and multiculturalism.180 It seems then only logical that museums happen to be caught in 

this conflict, and even more so an association such as NEMO that seeks EU funding and 

support on the behalf of the museums and museum organizations that are part of the 

network: since they happen to work closely with the “elite”, their values are 

fundamentally opposed to Eurosceptic populists. 

This was rather visible in a few of the statements. At the beginning of the “Berlin 

Call to Action”, it is stated that core European values are met with “so many challenges, 

and even threats.” 181  The statement from the Alliance for Culture and the Arts on 

Cohesion Policy starts by enumerating the problems that the EU has been confronted with, 

specifically “challenging times marked by growing Eurosceptic sentiments, long-lasting 

consequences of the financial crisis, and migration-related societal challenges.”182 As 

stated before, populist movements are often associated with Eurosceptic and anti-

immigration sentiments – besides, their advocacy work on behalf of “the people” often 

includes economic concern, and the financial crisis has heightened the worries about the 

economic stability of the EU. While populist movements are never cited directly as such 

in the material, the provided background renders the situation obvious to the reader who 

knows the political situation of the EU – and considering that those statements are 

addressed to EU institutions and officials, it is evident that they will be aware of the 

underlying parallel. The statement on the cohesion policy also mentions a possible 

approach to counteract populist narratives – namely, a citizen-oriented approach with 

better financial support for those affected by global events, as was established in the 

analysis section about civic engagement. Populist movements thrive on the support from 

regular citizens by opposing them to the elite, whether this elite is embodied by the 

government in place or the European Union. As McCormick states, the EU is indeed a 

rather elitist political system: in fact, one of the core issues is how much of the European 

integration is elite-driven instead of planned according to the wishes of ordinary European 
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citizens.183 A few news articles from NEMO do mention populism, and one, in particular, 

gives the abstract of a NEMO webinar titled “Museums making sense – Dealing with the 

discomfort of a multicolored world” held on October 28, 2020. Maria Vlachou, Cultural 

Management and Communications consultant, explains how the webinar summarizes the 

stance of museums on the issue of populism, which “bases [its] strategies on few and 

simple slogans, making things look “easy” and contributing towards an extreme 

polarization.”184 The webinar is designed to help the audience look past those “simple 

answers.” 

 The mentions (either implied in the material or clear in the article aforementioned) 

of populism in sources from NEMO show that the organization strongly positions itself 

against the new wave of populist far-right parties in Europe, which is rather logical 

considering that they represent values that go against theirs. While populists defend a 

certain common European heritage, they use it as a way of manifesting an opposition 

between Europeans and “the others.” The EU, affirming a clear position of pro-

multiculturalism that is part of European values, and thus European identity, is a threat to 

exclusive nationalist narratives which rely on the sovereignty of the nation. Populism 

offers a simple story for the public: it’s “us” (ordinary European citizens) versus “them” 

(the elite of the EU). NEMO and other cultural organizations attempt to offer solutions to 

counter populist ideas; museums have their own role to play in the dissemination of 

European values and policies and can reinforce trust in European values and European 

identity, taking a stance themselves against movements against diversity of heritage.  

 

b. Plague and War: geopolitical crises shaking the European cultural stage 

In 2020, the EU introduced a recovery plan named “NextGenerationEU.” The goal was 

not only to help countries recover from the COVID-19 pandemic but to “make Europe 

greener, more digital and more resilient” and “transform our economies, create 

opportunities and jobs for the Europe where we want to live.” 185  In the statement 

“Investing in Europe’s next generation by investing in culture,” however, the 99 
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signatories pointed out that while culture was recognized as a particularly affected sector, 

there was no guarantee that it would receive appropriate support: as was brought up earlier, 

the budget for culture decreased.186 It is not hard to understand why the cultural ecosystem 

of Europe was strongly affected by the restrictions in place during the highest waves of 

the pandemic: most sites were closed for at the very least a few months, and even when 

they were given the green light to reopen, they could not operate at full capacity.187 The 

world of culture and arts is also full of freelancers and other self-employed workers, an 

exceptionally vulnerable fringe of the workforce.188 This section offers a reflection on the 

duality of museums as expressed in NEMO’s statements, a duality that is fully 

acknowledged and part of the argumentation used by the organization: the world of 

European culture, including museums, is economically fragile – but it is also a major asset 

in times of crises, and this why it is important to support the sector.  

 The pandemic has forced the EU, as well as many governments, institutions, and 

private actors to turn to digitalization at a record speed. Multiple studies have been 

conducted to prove that the process has been accelerated by the pandemic, including in 

the case of museums: for example, Resta et al. have presented a case study that not only 

explores the switch to virtual tours but also the impact that it had on the audience.189 

Museums have made a conscious effort to digitalize a good part of their collections; while 

this was done in reaction to the pandemic, the process of digitalization, as we assessed in 

the section on museums’ responsibilities, had been initiated for quite a while, with the 

support of NEMO. Digitalization offers improved accessibility for several reasons: first 

of all, it does not require the visitor to be on-site to appreciate a museum’s collection. 

Second, it allows museums to present a multiplicity of objects and artifacts, sometimes 

from their unseen collections. Third, it becomes much easier to include a variety of 

languages in a virtual tour as opposed to a real tour: short of having multilingual tour 

guides or overcrowded plates with more than four languages on them, this aspect is hardly 

achievable in the museum itself. One could argue that some museums have started to 

include audio guides, which can provide a tour in a variety of languages, but I would 
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argue in return that this is, in a way, a form of digitalization: the tour has been converted 

into a digital format. Fourth and finally, digitalization renders the process of cooperation 

between museums much easier: museums can now consult each other’s catalogs of 

collections, compare strategies for exhibitions, and much more. Considering that NEMO 

was founded to help European museums collaborate, it would seem logical that they 

support digitalization. The pandemic has made this process almost mandatory: NEMO 

makes a point of bringing it up throughout the statements, especially in statements 

published by the organization itself such as “Priorities for Museums.”  

 In February 2022, when it seemed that COVID-19 was starting to recede, a major 

event shook Europe’s geopolitical landscape again: Russia invaded Ukraine. Only a day 

after the beginning of the war, NEMO put out a statement titled “#SolidarityWithUkraine” 

that stated their concerns over the wellbeing of people employed in cultural organizations. 

Earlier in this thesis, the fact that the EU tended to bring up European values more often 

in times of crisis was brought up. In this case, NEMO adopted the very same strategy: “In 

these moments may we remain committed in pursuing a Europe that upholds peace, 

prosperity, human rights, and respect.”190 The notion of cultural heritage as a symbol of 

“fellowship across Europe” followed. 191  The organization described museums as 

protectors of the past and common history. Ukraine is not (yet) part of the EU, but it is 

part of the Council of Europe since 1995: one Ukrainian museum is part of NEMO’s 

network, the Victoria Museum. Interestingly, at the time of writing this thesis, the home 

page of the museum stated: “On April 7, 2022, the Victoria Museum opened its doors to 

visitors during the war.”192 The dedication to keeping the institution open as much as 

possible during the conflict is commendable and is justified by the museum staff in these 

words: “We are convinced that culture is necessary for peace.”193 This resonates with the 

argumentation of NEMO throughout multiple statements: “The Berlin Call for Action” 

and “Priorities for Museum” both used the word “peace/peaceful.”194 Although the events 

in Ukraine are still fairly recent, there are articles, dating from before and after the 

beginning of the conflict, that highlight several patterns pointing towards genocidal 
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tactics employed by the Russian government and army.195 In the theoretical framework, 

I mentioned, in the words of Smith, that short of genocide, national identity could not be 

erased.196 Neither the EU nor NEMO is interested in destroying national narratives to 

replace them with European identity. However, many national values are close to EU 

values – and the fact that they are close does not mean that they cancel out each other. It 

simply means that European countries share a common sum of values; Ukraine’s new EU 

membership is, without a doubt, motivated by the current situation, but their cultural 

sector already shows patterns of European integration in the way they operate. NEMO 

operates on the scale of the Council of Europe, but its closeness with the EU shows more 

and more as time passes. NEMO’s reaction to the Russo-Ukrainian War shows that they 

hold museums to the standards of the EU: in times of crisis, museums should both be 

protected by all necessary means, but they still hold a duty to promote peaceful values in 

a conflict. While the Victoria Museum decided on its own to reopen even though the war 

is not over at this time, they are good representatives of the Network’s beliefs. 

 Whether the world is going through a pandemic or waging war, museums have to 

adapt: NEMO has tasked them with responsibilities. Of course, this would never mean 

putting any museum worker in danger – as a matter of fact, the fragility of the cultural 

world is crystallized in times of crisis, especially during the COVD-19 pandemic and the 

Russo-Ukrainian War. Nonetheless, since NEMO has equated cultural heritage to 

European values and identity, the knowledge, and artifacts they contain are of utmost 

importance to ensure that Europe and the EU have a future.  
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Conclusion: What is Next for NEMO? 

 

As Whitehead et al. state, museums need to acknowledge their role in constructing social 

values – and this falls under the scope of museum professionals. There is a need for “more 

organized and inclusive discussions between museum professionals within institutions 

about political standpoints and how to represent them to visitors.” 197  Museum 

professionals are forefront actors when it comes to modifying the exhibitions in ways that 

offer a reflection on the nature of European identity, in a way that includes the visitor as 

a European citizen themselves. Some museum professionals insist that their institutions 

should be an objective and accurate ‘reflection’ of society, while others embrace the 

political agenda of their museum, accepting that while museums should promote the truth, 

it is simply impossible to provide an opinion-free narrative.198 In the age of globalization, 

multiculturalism, and the EU, national museums may sometimes feel stuck in a situation 

where they have a hard time exhibiting both national and European identities. What they 

may not realize, however, is that Europe is behind any exhibition – and it is far from the 

only actor at play here. 

 In this thesis, I argued that European values were not simply a matter of public 

exhibitions. NEMO is a great example of an organization that simply started as a 

cooperation project between European museums. Now, in the thirty years of its existence, 

it has grown into one of the major networks of museums in Europe, gathering multiple 

museums and national organizations from members of the Council of Europe. NEMO 

advocates for museums, and the world of culture in general: indeed, in their words, culture 

is a highly versatile instrument in pursuing European policies since it allows to reach 

ordinary citizens engagingly. NEMO also encourages economic support for the workers 

in the field of culture that was heavily affected during the pandemic, in another 

proposition of action directly impacting citizens. The elitist reputation of the EU has not 

been a favorable influence on public support, deepening the fracture and the knowledge 

gap between the Union and its inhabitants. Yet EU institutions do not seem to pay 

attention to the flourishing world of European culture and arts: budgets fall short of 

cultural organizations’ expectations. Nonetheless, NEMO argues that culture has another 
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ace up its sleeve: reaching out to younger generations and using education as a vector is 

popular in EU strategies, as the ERASMUS+ program suggests. Qualitative data analysis 

has also revealed that the language of European values has seeped deep into the 

argumentation of NEMO – and not only in statements where they are simple signatories 

but also in their very own publications. Museums are held to high expectations because 

of their inherent nature as protectors of culture and history, but they are also expected to 

do their part in inclusively promoting culture. The House of European History is one 

example of a museum that challenges how European identity is conceived: instead of 

imposing a narrative on the visitor, museums are encouraged to make them think and 

reflect on the nature of nebulous concepts such as European values. Museums also play 

a leading role in the digitalization of culture, which was revealed to be a powerful 

instrument during the COVID-19 pandemic. NEMO is a strong opponent of Eurosceptic 

populism, which is one of the greatest challenges that the EU has faced, considering it led 

to the loss of a member state in 2016 with Brexit. The war in Ukraine is a new 

development in a series of crises that heavily affected the geopolitical situation of Europe.  

 Although the short period covered by the statements is not enough to see much of 

an evolution in the way NEMO communicates, three aspects are very clear: first, they 

support wholeheartedly the construction of a European identity through European values. 

Second, they task museums with the process of materialization of heritage to make said 

identity feel more tangible to citizens. Third, they are aware of the fragility of the 

European museum world, but also of the importance that they hold regarding European 

integration and culture in general. This explains why they pay attention to both visible 

and invisible sides of museums: of course, exhibitions are where the promotion of 

European values will happen, but it will not be there if European museum professionals 

are not convinced themselves. NEMO makes a strong case for helping museum 

professionals so that they feel like they can rely on the EU and put their trust in institutions, 

developing their EU identity so that they become disseminators of ideas: like nationalism, 

this could have a trickle-down effect, from the elite to the ordinary citizens: in this case, 

from the professionals to the laymen. Birkebæk wondered if NEMO would have to let go 

of its informality to get closer to EU standards: it is hard to gauge whether the 

organization has gotten more formal, but it certainly adopted the codes and the language 

of the EU in the way it communicates, both towards EU officials and museum workers. 
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 The future of NEMO in the EU is uncertain. I would argue that it was never 

destined to be a driving force of the European cultural stage, but it seems to be headed 

towards increased cooperation with EU institutions. On internal matters, their push to 

digitalize collections will potentially do wonders in favor of international collaboration.  
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